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The Secure Watermarking Of Digital Color Images
By Using A Combination Of Chaotic Mapping
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Abstract: With the development of computer networks and data editing programs, the possibility of transferring or investigating digital data identity has
encountered some difficulties. In this paper, some information is placed within images by using watermarking to verify the identity of images that will be
destroyed by editing any of this information. Additionally, the slightest change watermarking methods that use chaotic maps are provided to enhance the
sensitivity of these data. Then, a new method is proposed to insert one or two logo in a cover image and finally the necessary tests will apply on images.
The proposed test and comparing the proposed approach with other methods show the high sensitivity and successful application of this method in
images.
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1. Introduction

2. Materials and Methods

Nowadays, with the rapid development of technology,
digital information is readily available and distributed to
everyone. Therefore, the advancement of technology has
caused some problems. One of these problems is the ability
to manipulate, illegal copying and distribution of digital
documents by the users of these documents. The main
purpose of this paper is to provide an authentication
method based on logistic chaos mapping in digital images
that can be proved the originality of the original image. In
this study, the watermarking is used to protect digital
images and logistic chaos mapping to increase security and
the key length. A new method is presented in this study to
insert the logo on a cover image. In the proposed method,
first the cover image is divided into RGB channels and then
channels GB is selected. Each of the selected channels is
permutated by using logistic chaos mapping data. While
permutations applied on GB channels any of the logos may
be inserted into one of the channels. After performing the
inserting steps in GB channels the photo permutation
process has been applied on these channels and
watermark image is produced. The extraction algorithm
works opposite image insertion algorithm. Tests carried out
on the proposed method will prove the sensitivity to the
slightest changes and the ability of the proposed method
against various attacks.
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2.1 History of Watermarking
Nowadays, with the rapid development of digital information
technology, and due to the huge amount of sharing data
over the Internet and using digital media, especially digital
video clips, the digital video owners are interested in
security and protection for copyrights of their videos.
Although technological progress simplifies a lot of things,
but it causes some problems like other forms of technology.
One of these problems is the ability to manipulate, illegal
copying and distribution of digital documents by the users of
these documents. Artificial Intelligence one of subsets of
computer science has made important strides in this area.
Now, generally three ways will be applied to protect digital
documents:
cryptography,
steganography
and
watermarking. Watermarking is a technique that images or
video, text or audio, software and 3D is hidden in such a
way that is not detectable for all viewers and does not
understand it and just a series of specific people be able to
extract that data. Watermarking means hidden information
(watermark) into a digital document (the host) (1).
Watermarking method in general can be divided into two
groups such as the spatial domain and frequency domain.
In the spatial domain, changes has been happened in the
pixels, while in the frequency domain, changes stored-up in
transform coefficients (2). In following, all the articles
related to the using of chaos mapping for increasing the
security of watermark images will be discussed . Md.
Moniruzzaman, Md. Abul Kayum Hawlader and Md. Foisal
Hossain are proposed the designs of weak watermarks
based on chaos mapping. In this study, the 2D coat maps is
used to improve security of watermark. These coat maps
were sensitive to initial values and are used to create
disrupted images. (3). In 2015, Rinaldi Munir carried out the
study on a fragile watermarking method based on chaotic
mapping to verify the research images. In these
researches, watermark defined as a binary logo at the
same size with the host image. Before merging the
watermark, a picture chaotic be encoded by XOR. Chaotic
picture was created by using logistic mapping where the
least significant bits (LSB's) pixels are used for integration
as LSB of the host image is replaced by encoded
watermark (4). In Xiao jun Tong n, Yang Liu, Miao Zhang,
Yue Chen article, a watermarking method has been
suggested for the detection image manipulation that uses
cross chaos to disrupt the created block function with the
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original image. Flags and a combination of significant and
least significant bits are used to improve detection rates
and to defend against attacks (5). In Guangyong Gao
article, for verification of images and manipulate location, a
project without compromising on chaos composition or
compound is used. The performance of chaos consecutive
compounds (NSCC) have been analyzed by evaluation
indicators and NSCC is used for disrupt the original image
and creating chaos logos that the security and strength of
authentication scheme has improved due to NSCC good
performance (6).

2.2 Research Method
In this study, the library method has been used for data
collection. SCIENCEDIRECT, SPRINGER and IEEE are
sites including materials used for collecting data. In the
library method, there is many books were studied on the
subject to monitor and ensure whether the logistic chaos
mapping is used. The reason of choosing this mapping at
different levels in the permutation process is increasing the
level of security and key length. After determining the
purpose and questions, the proposed method was analyzed
and dissected. Logo insertion and extraction operations
became clear step-by-step in the images of the host
through drawing diagrams. Then, various tests should be
carried out including the application of image processing
and resizing images attacks for examining the resistance of
proposed method with field data collection. To compare
these tests, the standard PSNR and BER were used.
Lastly, the obtained results are compared with previous
related articles to ensure the successful application of this
method in digital images.
2.3 Dynamical systems
Dynamical systems are systems that have evolved over
time. Dynamic systems can be divided into both linear and
nonlinear dynamical systems. System in which there is a
linear relationship between speed and position are known
as linear dynamical systems. In non-linear dynamic system,
the relationship between speed and position is non-linear.
Nonlinear dynamic system can be divided into two main
types:
1) Differential equations that describe the evolution of
continuous- systems in time.
2) Repeat maps that describe discrete systems in time.
2.3.1 Repeated maps
Since the description of discrete dynamical systems in time
is done through the help of repeated mapping, in these type
of system, there is relationship is established as a
( ) between the points where the system choose. In this
sense, the map is a function relationship of F: R → R,
where R is set of real points by which the orbit ( ) from
the x_0∈R defined in the form of groups of points:
( )

(

( )

( )

)

Logistic mapping is one of the most popular non-linear
mapping is provided by Robert (7). This mapping is a onedimensional mapping quadratic presented by equation (3)
(

)

(3)

Equation (3) suggests the distribution of the growth
population that x represents a population, n represents time
and r is control parameters.
2.3.2 Chaos
Historically, when the Newton's laws of motion were
submitted, almost the first numerical studies led to
introduce comprehensive chaos were presented by Edward
Lorenz (8). Chaos is aperiodic long-term behavior in a
deterministic system dependence on initial conditions.
 Non-periodic long-term behavior in dynamical systems
shows that when t → ∞, the path of these systems are
not leading to fixed points, periodic or quasi-periodic
orbits.
 The purpose of the deterministic system is that the
system has not random input and erratic behavior of
these systems is caused by nonlinearity.
 The purpose of sensitivity to initial conditions of
dynamical systems is that adjacent channels are
separated exponentially.

3. The proposed method
In the proposed method, first, the cover image is divided to
RGB channels and then, for example, GB channels are
selected. After channel selection, the proposed algorithm
receives two images as Lego. Each of the selected
channels is permutation by using logistic chaos mapping
with initial values. After applying permutations on GB
channels, any of the logos may be inserted into one of the
channels (e.g. the Logo 1 in channel G and Logo 2 in
channel B). In the process of inserting the individual pixels
of the image, logo is inserted in the least significant bits of
the desired channel. After performing the inserting steps in
GB channels, the opposite permutation process has been
applied on these channels and watermark image is
produced. In extracted algorithm, the watermark image is
received from the input and divided the same way as
inserting image to RGB channels. Then, the channels that
include inserting process are selected and are repermutations through inserting process. Then, two inserted
logos are extracted from GB channels bits and displayed.
Inserted block diagram of proposed method is shown in
Fig.1, mining this method is shown in Fig.2.

(1)

First-order equation by considering
the equation (2) as follows:
( )
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( ) change into

(2)

Mapping can be categorized as linear or non-linear.
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Fig.1: Block diagram of inserting operations in the
proposed method
Get the cover image

Separate RGB
channels

Fig.3: The flowchart of insertion steps in the proposed
method
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C

G channel
permutations with
logistic chaos mapping
C

extracting pixels Logo
from B channel bits

extracting pixels Logo
from G channel bits

create logo

create logo

Fig.2: Block diagram of extraction operations in the
proposed method

3.1 Inserting operations
This section includes how to insert information on the
proposed method for watermarking. In inserting process of
proposed method, chaos logistic mapping is used in
different values for increasing security and preventing from
any possible manipulation and destruction in inserted logos.
After reviewing the test, results will be witness to the
process. The logo insertion method chosen according to the
flowchart shown in Fig.3 and steps are presented at the end
of this section.

The insertion algorithm steps are as follows:
1. Cover image is received from input.
2. Two different logos are received from input.
3. The cover image is divided into RGB bands.
4. From existing bands, two G and B bands are selected.
5. Two selected bands are permutations by two logistic
chaos mapping with different amounts of data.
6. The bits of logo 1 are inserted in least significant G
channel bits, respectively.
7. The bits of logo 2 are inserted in least significant B
channel bits, respectively.
8. After inserting the last bit of both logos, the opposite
action of permutation logo is applied on the channels G
and B.
9. Watermark image is produced.

3.2 Extraction and Diagnosis operations
In the previous section, how to insert two logos into two
channels of cover image was discussed. In this section,
extracting process in the proposed method is examined.
The extraction process in proposed method is essentially
opposite of inserting logo process that the inserted logos
are extracted without the slightest change and shows the
accuracy of the inserted process. In Fig.4, the flowchart of
extraction has been shown.
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4. Evaluation

Get. watermark picture

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) criterion is used to test
the unobservable factor. This measure indicates the degree
of similarity between the watermark images and un
watermark images. A bit Error Rate (BER) criterion is used
to determine the resistance factor of system. This measure
is also similar to the original logo and images extracted.
PSNR is expressed mathematically in the following form:

segmentation Watermark
image to RGB channels

select GB channels

3

Permutation channels G
and B
with logistic chaos
mapping With different initial values

PS N R  ( PS N R i ) 3

Production logo
and
Extracted

(5)

i 1

Where PSNRi show that PSNR of each color channel, and
we have:

no

yes
Extracting a pixel of the
logo and from channels G and B

M  N  m a x ([ H ( x , y , i )] )
2

Are all bits have
been extracted
Logo and ?

PS N R i  1 0 lo g (

M

)

N

  [H (x , y ,i )  H

'

( x , y , i )]

(6)

2

x 1 y 1

Fig.4: The flowchart of extraction steps in the proposed
method
The extraction and detection algorithm steps are as follows:
1. The watermark image is received from input.
2. The cover image is divided into RGB bands.
3. From existing bands, two G and B bands are selected.
4. Two selected bands are permutations by two logistic
chaos mapping with different amounts of data.
5. The bits of logo 1 are inserted in least significant G
channel bits, respectively.
6. The bits of logo 2 are inserted in least significant B
channel bits, respectively.
7. After extracting, the last bit of both logos is produced.

3.3 Introducing chaos mapping
In the proposed method, two logistic mapping is used. The
advantages of this mapping can be quick speed to produce
a chaotic sequence. The purpose of using this mapping at
different values in the permutations process is increasing
security and key’s length. It means, in a common mode, this
mapping contain the key with 2 ^ 76 length, in case of using
it with different initial value, its length increased to four keys
with 2 ^ 76 length. Logistic mapping is calculated by the
following equation.
(

)

(4)

Where x is an independent variable between zero and one,
and r is the control parameter and its value is between zero
and four. Logistic mapping from the value of r> 4 go to
chaotic mode so it is selected between zero and four.

In the above relation, H(x,y,i) and H'(x,y,i) indicates the
amount pixel of the (x,y) and i index in the host and
watermark images is equal to M×N. additionally, the
following equation is used to calculate BER.
∑

∑

∑

(

)

(

)

(7)

In this regard, W (x,y) and W' (x,y) are the inserted
watermark and extracted watermark, respectively. When
the BER value approaches zero indicates a low error in the
extraction process. It is clear that when the PSNR metric is
higher and BER value is lower shows the system design
with more success. In this article, logo in an RGB image
and in their two channels by LSB insertion method. This
improves the visual quality that measured in terms of
PSNR.

4.1 Test images and inserted logos:
In this section, the proposed method has been tested by
using 6-color image (Fig.5), which are from the RGB color
system with 512×512 default size. Logos used are also
binary images that only have bits of zero and one in a
default size 64×64 (Fig.6). The reason of using the RGB
color system is due to the characteristics of insertion
algorithm in using both G and B channels. The used images
in the testing tried to be standard image of processing
images that they can be acceptable criterion for
comparison.
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Fig.5: View standard 6-color images including Lena, F16, house, peppers, Lake, Tiffany

Watermark image
without applying
attack

Fig.6: Logos inserted as a watermark

PSNR (dB)

LENA

Peppers

F16

71.0649

70.4481

70.9132

Extracted
logos

Watermark image
without applying
attack

BER (%)

0.000 0.000
0.000
House

PSNR (dB)

0.000

71.8439

0.000
Lake

0.000

0.000

70.9731

0.000
Tiffany

0.000

71.0387

Extracted
logos

BER (%)

0.0
00

0.0
00

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Fig.7: View PSNR and BER values to test images without image processing attacks.

4.2 evaluation of visual quality of Insertion:
In this section, the proposed algorithm was done on test
images include Lena, F16, House, Peppers, Lake, Tiffany
and the related values of PSNR and BER measurements

are shown in Fig.7. As can be seen PSNR values are
greater than 70 dB, which is an excellent value. And BER
for all images is equal to zero representing no change
watermark after the extraction.
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be cited to Stir mark, which contains various attacks such
as noise, image rotation, image enhancement, such as
gamma correction and other issues. Method that can be
found in front of the attacks logo with less error rate or even
no error can be considered as an appropriate method. The
presented figures in following have represented more tests
done in this case.

4.3 Image processing attacks:
To evaluate the resistance attacks of proposed method
against image processing and carried out modifications in
inserted logo and cover image, in this section, various
attacks of image processing is done on the watermark
image. There are various indicators in this area that could

Fig.8: Image processing attacks on the image LENA
.
TABLE 1: View PSNR values after the attacks on the image LENA.
Standard Attacks

PSNR(dB)
Blurring

22.2295

Gamma correction

20.1984

Gaussian Noise

22.4541

Low Pass filter

Inf

Sharpening

10.3216

Salt & pepper Noise

6.6951

Image Complement

26.6828

Rotation 450

14.5955

Fig.9: Image processing attacks on the image F16
.
TABLE 2: View PSNR values after the attacks on the image F16.
Standard Attacks

PSNR(dB)
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Blurring

21.8808

Gamma correction

20.1916

Gaussian Noise

23.2045

Low Pass filter

Inf

Sharpening

8.4747

Salt & pepper Noise

5.2135

Image Complement

23.7394

Rotation 450

14.1713

ISSN 2277-8616

Fig.10: Image processing attacks on the image House.
TABLE 3: View PSNR values after the attacks on the image House
.
Standard Attacks

PSNR(dB)
Blurring

22.2112

Gamma correction

20.1356

Gaussian Noise

33.8894

Low Pass filter

Inf

Sharpening

8.8193

Salt & pepper Noise

6.7689

Image Complement

26.5222

0

14.9323

Rotation 45

Fig.11: Image processing attacks on the image Lake.
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TABLE 4: View PSNR values after the attacks on the image Lake.
Standard Attacks

PSNR(dB)
Blurring

21.9776

Gamma correction

20.2696

Gaussian Noise

18.7038

Low Pass filter

Inf

Sharpening

8.3427

Salt & pepper Noise

5.4373

Image Complement

21.8865

Rotation 450

14.4948

Fig.12: Image processing attacks on the image Peppers.
TABLE 5: View PSNR values after the attacks on the image Peppers.
Standard Attacks

PSNR(dB)
Blurring

21.9918

Gamma correction

20.3496

Gaussian Noise

19.8025

Low Pass filter

Inf

Sharpening

9.0021

Salt & pepper Noise

5.408

Image Complement

25.2821

0

14.4605

Rotation 45
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Fig.13: Image processing attacks on the image Tiffany.
TABLE 6: View PSNR values after the attacks on the image Tiffany.

Standard Attacks

PSNR(dB)

Blurring

21.4061

Gamma correction

20.8491

Gaussian Noise

23.0297

Low Pass filter

Inf

Sharpening

9.2956

Salt & pepper Noise

3.4637

Image Complement

27.3653

0

15.6414

Rotation 45

4.4 Extracting inserted logo after the attacks
To investigate the effects of the attacks on the extracted logo and tests the effect of attacks, test is performed on the LENA
image and the results are shown in Fig.14.
Salt & Pepper

BER=0.0050

BER=0.0045

Gaussian Noise

BER=0.2638

BER=0.26.6

Sharpening

BER=0.2766

BER=0.2704
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Low Pass Filter

BER=0.0000

ISSN 2277-8616

BER=0.0000

Fig.14: Showing the effect of attacks on the inserted watermark in the image LENA
As shown in Fig.14, due to the insertion of watermark on LSB, the effect of attacks on the inserted watermark was high and
cause damages. Therefore, due to the fragility of the watermark, this is quite common in extraction procedure. This method has
a high potential for use in authentication. Histogram of each image represents the frequency spectrum in the image and changes
in any of these spectra can be effective in detecting visual changes in the image. Fig.15 has shown cover image histogram
before insertion, and Fig.16 has shown cover image histogram after insertion. According to this figures, it can be concluded that
the proposed method in the process of insertion have changed the insignificant pixels and these changes are not visible to the
visual shape.

Fig.15: Showing the LENA cover image histogram in three channels RGB before insertion

Fig.16: Showing the LENA cover image histogram in three channels RGB after insertion

4.5 The effects of changing parameters
Watermarking parameters such as cover image and watermarking size has been changed in this part to found their impact on
the visual quality of the proposed algorithm. Then, the image size is changed to 1028 and the increase watermark to 128.
Table7 has shown the carried out tests in detail.
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TABLE 7: showing The effect size of the cover image and logo on the visual quality of the watermark image.

Cover
Size

256x256
512x512
1024x1024

Logo
Size

PSNR
Lena

F16

House

Peppers

Lake

Tiffany

64x64

64.9031

64.9295

65.7571

64.9231

65.0321

64.989

128x128

58.9327

58.9155

59.7445

58.8689

58.9178

58.937

64x64

71.06

70.91

71.84

70.44

70.97

71.03

128x128

64.9901

64.9369

65.7553

64.5137

64.9685

65.0945

64x64

77.0766

76.9475

77.9586

76.9338

77.0142

77.056

128x128

70.9848

70.9366

71.939

70.8923

70.9345

71.0919

4.6 Comparison to similar methods
Many methods have been proposed for watermarking and in recent years, some of these methods have been proposed based
on chaotic mapping and famous mapping. Table 8, there is a comparison between some available methods and the proposed
method in this paper.
TABLE 8 : comparison the proposed method with other available methods
.
images
512x512

Lena
F-16
Lake
Peppers
Tiffany
House

proposed
method

64.9901
64.9369
64.9685
64.5137
65.0945
65.7553

Caragata, El
Assad, &
Luduena,
2015(9)
IFWA

CWSA

50.65
52.93
52.49
-

46.52
48.87
46.55
-

Teng,
Wang,
&
Wang,
2013
(10)
42.93
-

5. Conclusion
With the increasing development of computer systems,
security is considered more than ever. In some ways of
improving security, chaos-based methods have been used
for improving the level of security. Due to the high
sensitivity of the chaotic mapping in alteration or changes,
there are suitable for use in the security methods. In this
paper, a watermarking method based on chaotic mapping is
proposed that relate to the digital images and insert two
logos inside image. The proposed test and comparing the
proposed approach with other methods shows the high
sensitivity and successful application of this method in the
images. The proposed mapping in this paper also has high
sensitivity and acceptable key length. The carried out tests
on this mapping are evidence for this matter.
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